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As the carrier of genetic codes, deoxyribonucleic acid(DNA) has many
structures besides the most common so called B-DNA, such as single-stranded
DNA, left-handed double-stranded Z-DNA, the tetraplex structures and
double-stranded “S-DNA” and so on. Among these structures, the tetraplex
structures (i-motif and G-quadruplex) have been frequently studied recently.
These C-rich sequences which are likely to form i-motifs are usually
found in the telomeric DNA at the chromosome ends, relating to cancer and
aging, etc.
In this thesis, we used force spectroscopy to study the stability and
unfolding pathway of single intramolecular i-motif structure, formed on the
human telomeric sequence 5’-(CCCTTA)3CCC in different pH condition. We
measured the unfolding force distributions and unfolding step size
distributions at different loading rates and different pH conditions. We found
that the unfolding force distributions strongly depend on pH conditions. In
certain pH and loading rate conditions, the unfolding forces distribution of
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1CHAPTER 1 Introduction
1.1 Background of the study
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the carrier of genetic codes for all
living organisms. Right-handed anti-parallel double helix structure, which is
called B-DNA, is the most common structure of DNA.
However, according to findings, there are other structures of DNA
related to mechanical force in certain conditions during different biological
process, which are single-strand DNA[1], left-handed double-strand Z-DNA ,
A-DNA, the tetraplex structure and double strand “S-DNA” under
mechanical stretching[2] and so on. Among these structures, the tetraplex
structures draw much attention.
Tetraplex structures contain two structures: i-motif formed by
repeating C-rich sequences and G-quadruplexes formed by repeating G-rich
sequences[3]. These C-rich and G-rich sequences which are likely to form
i-motifs and G-quadruplexes are usually found at the ends of chromosome
which is called telomeric DNA, relating to cancer and aging, etc[4], which
makes them hot topics in biological and medical field. Particularly, i-motif
requires the environment to be slightly acidic, so that a compact
conformation can be formed by intercalated hemi-protonated C-C  pairs[5].
After twenty years’ development, single molecule technologies have
2became a mature and functional technology and play an irreplaceable role in
biophysical field. Different from traditional bulk experiments, single
molecule technology can simultaneously manipulate and observe single
biological molecule’ conformation transformation and interaction, study
biological structures 、 transformations and functions quantitatively. The
advanced single molecule technologies give physicists a great chance to
study biological problems. We used this recently developed technology:
magnetic tweezers to study stability of i-motif under different conditions.
1.2 Literature review on DNA micromechanics
1.2.1 DNA structure
DNA is huge biological molecules, which carry genetic information. The
unit of DNA is nucleotide. Nucleotides are made up of three parts:
nitrogen-containing nucleobase, deoxyribose and phosphate.
Nucleotides are of four different types: guanine(G),adenine(A),thymine(T)
and cytosine(C). For these four kinds of nucleotides, the difference is the
nucleobase. Each kind of nucleobase can only form stable hydrogen bonds
with one another, resulting in the pairing rule for nucleotides of the double
strand helix, which means cytosine(C) can only be connected with guanine(G)
by three stable hydrogen bonds, thymine(T) can only be connected with
adenine(A) by two hydrogen bonds, as shown in Figure 1.2.1. This rule is
named complementary base pairing, also named Watson-Crick base pair
3to remark the discovery of DNA structure by Francs Crick and James D.
Watson in 1953[6]. With this rule, DNA double helix can maintain a regular
helical structure regardless of the sequence of the nucleotides.
Figure 1.2.1 Chemical structure of DNA. Hydrogen bonds shown as dotted
lines. The picture was adopted from: http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/DNA#mediaviewer/File: DNA_chemical_structure.svg
The stability of deoxyribose sugar makes the DNA backbone resistant to
cleavage. The complementary base pairing makes sure the genetic information
to pass down accurately. All of these make DNA to be the best carrier of the
genetic information with the sequence of the nucleotides.
DNA molecule can be linear or circular. Most DNA is double strands, two
long biopolymers coiled together running in different directions, which form a
4double strand right handed helix called B-DNA. Besides, there are
single-strand DNA, left-handed double-strand Z-DNA, A-DNA, four helices
G-quadruplex and double strand “S-DNA” and so on..




1.2.2.1 DNA elasticity modeling
There are mainly two models to describe DNA elasticity: one is Freely
Jointed Chain (FJC), the other is Worm-like Chain (WLC).
FJC model simplifies DNA to be a soft long chain made up of N
segments and each segment is hard and their length is b. Angels between
5segments are random. When there is no force, long chain is random chain, its










This result is the same with random walking. When there is force in z
direction, applied force makes chain rearrange along force’s direction, the













t is the unit vector of each segment,
^
z is the vector of
force’ direction.









L=Nb, which is contour length. When force is small enough (f<< bTkB / ),
extension is linear to force: TkfbLz B2//  .
Worm-like chain model takes DNA as elastic pole. Molecular structure is
described by unit tangential vector which is function of s. When there is no









A is persistence length and it can describe molecular rigidity and its
physical meaning is molecular tangential vector characteristic length, when























z . United above two boundary condition,











1.2.2.2 DNA force extension relationship
Single molecule manipulation technology enables us to study single
molecule elasticity. For dsDNA, when f<0.01pN, FJC model works and the
fitting result is b=100nm. When f<10pN, WLC works well and the fitting
result gives A=53.4 2.3nm[8].
We consider that DNA skeleton can be stretched longer like spring and





TkLz B  )41( (1.2.8)
In which S=1200pN.
But, when f>10pN, DNA length is longer than its contour length.
When force is about 65pN, DNA length has a notable jump and the total
7length is about 70% longer. At this time, DNA becomes a new state. This jump
is DNA overstretching transition.
Compared with dsDNA, ssDNA is more soft: A<1nm, unit base pair is
0.56nm[9]. In physiological solution(150mM Na+), ssDNA force-extension











S is ssDNA’s elasticity modulus. After fitting, we can get S=800pN, b=1.5nm,
base pair length is 0.56nm. But in lower salt condition (2.5mM Na+), this
model does not work. ssDNA elasticity strongly depends on sequence and salt
concentration[10].
Cocoo et al gave a best fitting for ssDNA[11]:







x ss is unit base pair length, h=0.34nm, a 1 =0.21, a 2 =0.34, f 1 =0.0037pN,
f 2 =2.9pN, f 3 =8000pN. The value of the parameter a3 which depends on salt
concentration is 2.1ln([Na+]/0.0025)/ln(0.15/0.0025)-0.1, in which the unit of
[Na+] is Mol/L. This formula is applicable with the salt concentration varying
from 2mM to 1M.
1.3 Literature review on G4 and i-motif
1.3.1 Introduction
Tetraplex DNA is very special structure, including G-quadruplexes
8(G4)and i-motif[3]. Researchers have found that the sequences which can
form tetraplex DNA are widely in the telomeric DNA at the chromosome ends
and they are found to have close connection with aging and cancer, that is why
tetraplex DNA is widely studied these years[4]. G4 needs monovalent cations
Na+ and K+ while i-motif needs to capture extra proton to form structure[5].
What’s more, because of the cis and trans of base pair folding, chain’s number
and direction, different direction of looping part, tetraplex DNA have abundant
micro-conformations. Different conformations can also transfer to each other
with the change of circumstance.
1.3.2 Structure of G-quadruplex and i-motif
Unit of G4 is four G base pairs. With the help of monavalent cations K+
or Na+ and Hoogesteen base pairing, four G base pairs form planar looping
pairing G-quartet, as shown in Figure 1.3.1. Several G-quartets piled together
can form G4.
For G4, four different structures in figure 1.3.2 are shown as below,. a) is
a parallel strand tetraplex; b) is a bimolecular complex formed from hairpin
dimerization with “edgewise” loops; c) is a bimolecular complex with
“diagonal” loops; d) a unimolecular G-quadruplex[12].
What’s more, different base pair piling layers, different kinds of
monovalent cations, the length of looping area and pairing condition and
9chain’s direction, they all affect the stability of G4.
Figure 1.3.1 The G-quartet. Figure was adopted from reference[12].
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Figure 1.3.2 Different G-quadruplex DNA structures: a) A parallel strand
tetraplex; b) a bimolecular complex formed from hairpin dimerization with
“edgewise” loops; c) a bimolecular complex with “diagonal” loops; and d) a
unimolecular G-quadruplex. Figure was adopted from reference [12].
As for i-motif, repeating C sequences can fold to i-motif in weak acid.
Two C capture one extra proton to form C-C+ by hydrogen bond, as shown in
Figure 1.3.3.
Figure 1.3.3 C-C+ base pair. Figure was adopted from reference [12].
Many C-C+ pairs pile together to form i-motif structure. Be similar with
G4, with the parallel or antiparallel of folded base pairs as shown in Figure
1.3.4, the direction of chain, the difference of looping make i-motif also have
11
Figure 1.3.4 Schematic illustration of i-motif conformations: (a) C ·
CH  pairs;(b)tetramer i-motif structures;(c)dimmer i-motif structure.(d)
intramolecular i-motif structure. Figure was adopted from reference [13].
several structures. Just like in Figure 1.3.4, there are tetramer、dimmer and
intramolecular structures of i-motif.
1.4 Single-molecule force spectroscopy
1.4.1 The Bell’s model
To study the stability of i-motif structure quantitatively, we need to
know about the reaction kinetics. For i-motif structure, there may many
conformations or intermediate state between the folding state and unfolding
state, so, to make the transformation simplest, we can use the two state model,
which is Bell’s model to simplify our question. This model assumes there is
only one unfolded state (ssDNA) and one folded state (i-motif). Denote A





Where foldingk and unfoldingk is the reaction constant which is related to
the probability of folding and unfolding. For convenience, use ku to stand for
kunfolding. The unfolding rate of i-motif can be tested by applying forces to
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i-motif molecules. Bell’s model describes the force-dependent unfolding rate
as:
)/exp(0 Tkfxkk Buuu  (1.4.1)
In which ouk is the unfolding rate at zero force, xu is the distance from the
native state to the transition state, kB is Boltzmann constant and T is the
absolute temperature[14].
When the molecule is stretched with loading rate r, an unfolding force























This is a Gaussian distribution, which predicts a single force peak located
at )ln()( 0uBuuB TkkrxxTkf  [15].
What’s more, studies in the field of ligand bonding and unfolding
dynamics have also revealed that loading rate plays an important role in the
unfolding process of a structure[16]. The results in those papers revealed that
unfolding force is not liner with loading rate. So, to observe the unfolding
force of i-motif consistently, we need a constant loading rate each time.
1.4.2 Single-molecule technologies
1.4.2.1 Introduction
In the past twenty years, single molecule manipulation technologies
developed so fast to allow researchers to observe and manipulate
13
bio-molecules in nano-scales.
Single-molecule manipulation technologies are widely used in studying
DNA’s mechanical properties and structures under stretching or rotating,
interaction of DNA and protein and so on.
Table 1.4.1 Comparison of single-molecule force spectroscopy techniques.
Table was adopted from reference [17].
There are mainly three manipulation technologies: optical tweezers,
magnetic tweezers and AFM. Each of them has their working principle,
advantage and application. Sometimes, researchers combine them to get better
effects, such as to combine magnetic tweezers and optical tweezers to take the
magnetic tweezers force application advantage and optical tweezers’ high
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accurate measurement to study DNA elasticity[18]. In the following section, I
will introduce each of them briefly.
1.4.2.2 Optical tweezers
Optical tweezers use lasers to form a trap to add radiation pressure to
control isolation bead’s position accurately. The electromagnetic field gradient
in focus center will make the trapped bead polarized and then it will apply a
force which is proportional to light intensity to the bead.
Figure 1.4.1 Sketch of general setup of optical tweezers. Left one is
single-beam trap, right one is dual-beam trap.
By controlling light intensity or the relative position of bead in the field,
various forces can be applied. Optical tweezers have high resolution and it is
non-touch manipulation. The problem of this technology is that the use of
laser may cause light injury to the sampling biological molecules, and also,
light intensity will affect the temperature of focus center.
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1.4.2.3 Magnetic tweezers
Magnetic tweezers use magnetic field to make the paramagnetic bead
magnetized and control the paramagnetic bead by controlling the magnetic
field to control the extension or rotation of the big biological molecule which
is connected to the bead. Even though magnetic tweezers’ accuracy is not
better than optical tweezers, its advantage is that it can measure constant force
and supply torque to wind or unwind DNA for changing DNA superhelix.
Because magnetic tweezers have simple composition and it is easy to add
temperature controlling system or fluorescence system, they have great future.
N S
Figure 1.4.2 Sketch of magnetic tweezers
1.4.2.4 Atomic force microscopy
Atomic force microscopy(AFM) depends on tip to scan sample surface to
get image, as we can see in table 1.4.1 , the resolution can be 0.5-1nm, which
makes it mature single molecule manipulation and imaging technology.
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AFM can be used in single molecule manipulation is based on the relative
movement of tips and sample, recording the cantilever’s structural information
to get the relation between force and distance. Its advantage is that it can
supply big pulling force, and disadvantage is that there are many unspecified
interaction to affect the signal, and need complex specified contrast
experiment to exclude disturb, so it can not measure small force. But it can be
used in high force pulling and interaction assays.
Figure 1.4.3 Sketch of the AFM setup
1.5 Objective of the study
DNA have many constructions, among them, tetraplex DNA is very
special structure, including G4 and i-motif. I-motif’s structure make it can
combine with certain protein and may participate in important biological
process such as gene regulation and so on. What’s more, i-motif is nucleic
motor, which means it can do works in nano-scales based on i-motif four
strands construction transformation and have great potential.
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Thermodynamics estimate report us that during i-motif’s formation
transition, the force is around pN, so the unfolding force can by studied by
single molecule stretching experiments. We used force spectroscopy to study
the mechanical stability of i-motif. Based on accuracy and working range of
single molecule technologies, magnetic tweezers became our chosen
technology. Firstly, we designed one i-motif linked between two dsDNA
handles. Then, we studied telemetric i-motif structure’s folding process in
pH5.0 and pH5.5 with four different loading rates: 0.01pN/s, 0.1pN/s, 1pN/s,
10pN/s to study the loading rate dependence of i-motif. Later, to further study
the pH dependence of i-motif, we studied i-motif unfolding process in pH5.8
and pH6.0 with 1pN/s. Based on the unfolding data, we got unfolding force
distribution and step size distribution.
18
CHAPETER 2 Materials and methods
2.1 DNA preparation
The DNA used in our experiment is one 27 bp i-motif contained in one
ssDNA MTTT, linked between two dsDNA handles (H1:1449bp, H2:601bp),
as shown in figure 2.1.1.
Firstly, we used Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) to amplify dsDNA
handles. Take H1 as example, we used  -DNA (48,502bp, New England
Biolabs, NEB) as template, 1429r and 14291 as primer. Introduce thiol
modification in1429r and restriction enzyme sites of BstXI, amplified region
is from 4,479 to 5,895bp on  -DNA and the annealing temperature is 60℃.
For H2, introduce biotin modification on primer 581r and restriction enzyme
sites of BstXI, amplified region is from 5,331bp to 5,899bp, annealing
temperature is 60℃.
Figure 2.1.1 DNA sample design: different color represent different DNA
fragments. 5‘ ends are each modified by biotin and thiol. Figure was adopted
from reference [19].
These two DNA handles are all G-rich sequences(GC content> 60%) so
that during DNA overstretching it is B-S transition instead of handles
19
peeling[20], which were used by us for force calibration and specification
controlling.
Two dsDNA handles turns to H1:1429bp+4nt; H2: 581pb+4nt as shown
in Figure 2.1.1 after PCR, purification, digestion and repurification. The 4nt
Figure 2.1.2 DNA sample gel electrophoresis. Left one is gel electrophoresis
after DNA ligation, in which the left lane is Express DNA Ladder and the right
lane is DNA sample after ligation. The final produced DNA is around 2000bp,
as shown in red dashed ellipse, and the left H1,H2 are also clear. Right figure
is DNALadder Marker.
ends can participate in following linking reaction by pairing rules. For better
linking effects, we introduced two short DNA chain: flank1 and flank2. First,
used ssDNA MTTT containing i-motif and flank1 and flank2 for annealing
hybrid, then mixed with equal amount of two dsDNA handles, used T4
20
ligation enzyme for linking and then use gel electrophoresis for showing.
Gel electrophoresis conditions: 1% agarose, 1× TAE buffer solution,
100V, 1h. Gel electrophoresis of the solution after ligation is shown in Figure
2.1.2, dashed ellipse is final production. Finally, used purification by gel slices
for collecting DNA sample.
Usually, the final purified product concentration is 10ng/ul. Because thiol
is easy to be slowly oxidated, we added 0.1mM DTT(Sigma) for long time
storage in -20℃. Before using, unfreezed and purified the spare DTT.








Table 2.1.1 All primers, flank1, flank2 and i-motif sequences.
2.2 Channel preparation
To make DNA sample adhere to the glass basement surface, we need to
do cleaning and chemical modification. We used ﹟1.5 and ﹟0 cover glass,
21
and only do chemical modification on ﹟1.5 .
2.2.1 Glass modification
1. Put cover glass in certain cup and avoid overlapping. (﹟1.5 and ﹟0)
2. Soak glass with 10% decon for a while, sonicate 5min and then flush
in DI water. (﹟1.5 and ﹟0)
3. Soak in acetone, sonicate 5min. (﹟1.5 and ﹟0)
4. Soak in ethanol, sonicate 5min. (﹟1.5 and ﹟0)
5. Pour off the spare ethanol, dry glasses in oven in 70℃. (﹟1.5 and ﹟
0)
6. After drying, each cup add 8ml DI water, 4ml 22OH , 4ml 98%
42SOH in proper order. Keep the volume of 22OH and 42SOH to
be 1:1.(﹟1.5)
7. Heat the cup with mixed solution on hot plate in 120℃ for 30min in
fume hood. (﹟1.5)
8. Pour off the mixed solution, flush with 20 times volumes DI water.
(﹟1.5)
9. Dry in over in 100℃. (﹟1.5)
10. Put (3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) into 1ml tubes and
centrifuge 5min in 14,000r.
11. Take 500ul upper liquid to 50ml methanol to make 1% APTES
solution.
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12. Soak glass in 1% APTES solution and keep still for 30min in fume
hood. (﹟1.5)
13. Pour off APTES solution, sonicate with methanol 5min for three
times. (﹟1.5)
14. Dry in oven in 70℃. (﹟1.5)
2.2.2 Making channel
1. Cut parafilms to be 20mm×35mm rectangle, and cut off 5mm×20mm
rectangles on it.
2. Put﹟1.5 , cutted parafilm and ﹟0 in proper order on hotplate in 75
℃ to wait the parafilm to be translucent and then press tightly with tweezers.
2.2.3 Channel preparation before experiment
In experiment, DNA sample sand magnetic beads were added to channels
in order, and DNA samples were linked to glass surface by chemical bond.
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Figure 2.2.1 The chemical structure between DNA and glass surface.
Sulfo-SMCC is modified specified on glass surface, which link surface and
DNA.
The channel preparation procedure is as follow:
1. Dilute 3um polybeads in DI water 100 times, vortex, add 50ul to
each channel and wait still for 20min, then flush slowly with DI
water.
2. Unfreeze 4-(N-Maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-1-carboxylic acid
3-sulfo-N-hydroxysuccinimide ester sodium salt (sulfo-SMCC) in
fume hood, use pipette tip to touch a little and add to 100ul 0.1×
PBS buffer(pH 7.2) quickly, then vortex.
3. Add the mixed solution to channels, each with 50ul, wait still for
30min.
4. Use 1×PBS buffer to flush channel at least 5 times.
5. Dilute DNA sample in 1×PBS buffer 10 times, add to channels,
wait still 30min.
6. Add 1% BSA in 1×PBS solution into channels to flush, keep still
in 4℃ fridge for overnight.
7. Dilute 3um magnetic beads in the mentioned 1×PBS solution to
make the 50times solution, vortex and then on rotator, 1h at room
temperature or 4℃ for overnight.
8. Before experiment, add 15 to 20ul magnetic beads solution to
channel, wait still 10min, flush with experimental buffer one time.
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2.3 Introduction about vertical magnetic tweezers
The magnetic tweezers[21] used in this work were built up by ourselves
based on inverted microscope, which usually contains lighting attachment,
focusing system, image-forming system, magnetic and manipulator and so on.
Each part of vertical magnetic tweezers is shown in Figure 2.3.1, the real
object is shown in Figure 2.3.2.
Figure 2.3.1 Sketch of magnetic tweezers
Experimental program was written by LabVIEW, except for controlling
hardware, it can also do true-time operation of CCD image to get the tested
magnetic bead’ position in each direction and force on it for data recording[22].
Experimental operation panel is as shown in Figure 2.3.3. It contains two parts:
control modules and the program panel.
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Objective of microscopy provides lighting and gives beads (magnetic
beads and reference polybeads) back-scattered diffraction ring image. The
advantage of this design is that don’t need to leave distance between two poles,
which can offer bigger force[23]. As shown in Figure 2.3.1, the force is
applied on z direction. Bead’s x-y position can be calculated, accuracy <
5nm[24]. Beads’ z position can be calculated by diffraction ring on different
focal plane[25]. Introduce polybeads on surface as reference to reduce
system’s drift in each direction.
Figure 2.3.2 Real magnetic tweezers: (a) magnetic tweezers, include one
inverted microscope, lighting equipment, magnet and micro-controlling
equipment and so on; (b) channel: one end can add buffer, the other end
connect with syringe pump; (c) image of magnetic bead on monitor: bead in
pane is the tested bead, lower right one is poly bead for reference.
Bead’s magnetization direction agrees with focal plane, we took it as x
direction. Then we took the gradient direction of magnetic field to be z
direction, which is also the direction of force. Since we have had x and z
26
direction, we just chose y direction in the vertical direction of x-z plane. When
a short tether is stretched, the fluctuation of x and y direction is totally
different: fluctuation of y direction is much bigger than x direction and is
connected with position of magnet[26]. When magnet is close, y fluctuation
reduces. This means that y direction fluctuation is monotonic function of force,
and force doesn’t affect x fluctuation obviously. Movement in x direction is
composition of motion of translation of chain’s end and bead’s rotation of y
direction. End’s motion is small, and magnetic beads have trend to array along
magnetic line, which restrict y rotation, so that x fluctuation doesn’t depend on
force[27]. x rotation doesn’t controlled by magnetic field, y direction can be
Figure 2.3.3 Operational panel: left window is force controlling module, can
apply force, even stretching speed; right window is main window, can control
focus system and image system for data collecting.
seen as simple harmonic motion with pendulum length is r+l, and the force is
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2/)( yB lrTkF  [28]. Usually use r=2.8um bead, when the short chain is
about 100nm, r+l is about short chain’s 15 times, y fluctuation can test force
beyond 15pN, if use x fluctuation, chain length should >1um[29].
To measure force accurately, sampling frequency should highly bigger
than Lorentzian corner frequency  )(2/ lrFf c  , and  is beads’ drag
coefficient. In liquid condition, r 6 when bead is not close to surface,
in which  is viscosity and r is radius. So we can estimate when sampling
frequency is 100Hz, we use 3um magnetic beads, 10 um long chain can test
about 100pN force, while chain shorter than 100nm can only test force smaller
than 1pN.
Our chain <1um, force is 0-40 pN, using traditional force measuring way
can not reach wanted accuracy. So we calibrated force before experiment,
which will be mentioned in next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3 Single molecule study of i-motif
3.1 Experimental procedure for stretching DNA
i-motif
3.1.1 Experimental stretching procedure
Vertical magnetic tweezers can not observe beads’ positions directly, they
can only use beads’ diffraction ring to calculate the relative positions. Except
for judging from x, y direction’s fluctuations, the best way to get the relative
position is to use dsDNA overstretching transition. So, when we designed our
DNA, we made GC-rich dsDNA handles so that it goes through B-S transition.
In our DNA sample, dsDNA handles contain 2050bp, ~676nm. When the
force is about 65pN, it is stretched 70% longer than origin length, which is
about 474nm. Possible non-single DNA’s force response will not have the
previous mentioned signal, which makes this B-S transition to be a good way
to judge whether the tether is a single DNA as well as to get the beads’ relative
positions as previously mentioned. For partly bound DNA, the overstretched
length is smaller than the mentioned value. Only when the force-extension
curve is as shown in Figure 3.1.1, we can say that it is single DNA, and then
can go on following stretching experiment.
Our experiment was in 1×PBS experiment solution. Experimental buffer
was 100mM KCl, 10nM PBS buffer. Our chosen pH was 5.0, 5.5, 5.8 and 6.0.
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We used constant speed unequilibrium stretching method and the various
loading rates was 0.01pN/s, 0.1pN/s, 1pN/s and 10pN/s.The applied force was
from<1pN to 40pN. Between the two times that we stretched the tether with a
certain loading rate to a big force (~40pN), we dropped the force to small
value (<1pN) and kept the force that value for about 5min to maintain i-motif
Figure 3.1.1 dsDNA handles overstretched force-extension curve: this curve
agrees with dsDNA overstretched B-S curve, which means around 65pN, DNA
is stretched to 1.7times, the increasing force curve and reducing force curve is
reversible.
folding possibility. The sampling frequency of our camera was 100Hz. The
relation between applied force and DNA stretched length in z direction is
shown in Figure 3.1.2 (b),(c),in which i-motif unfold with a stretched length
10nm. Figure 3.1.3 shows the experimental repeating results.
The faintly acidic buffer system in our experiment will reduce the electric
charge of BSA, making it to be partly positively charged so that DNA
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sample’s unspecified binding is increased[30]. To reduce unspecified binding,
we added 1uM poly-dA 10 or poly-dT 15 ssDNA. These short DNA have bigger
freedom degrees, which makes them have the ability to link to positive
electron surface so that the unspecified binding is reduced.
3.1.2 Unfolding auto-recognized
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Figure 3.1.2 Unequilibrium stretching experiment: (a)DNA i-motif stretching
experiment sketch;(b)loading rate is 0.1pN/s, force is from 0 to
40pN;(c)typical DNA i-motif unfolding signal, the inner figure is a 10nm step-
size’s jump. Figure was adopted from reference [19].
Figure 3.1.3 Repetitive unequilibrium experiments: all the data are one
same DNA in pH5.5, the loading rate is 0.1 pN/s. The y is translated for
convenience.
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Figure 3.1.4 Auto-recognize of jump: (a) black dots are original data. The red
one is after smoothing for each 0.1s time window. Inner one is step size
calculation. (b) Calculate the difference in 0.02 time window, get red data. The
black line is red data’s local fluctuation’s 6 times. Each unfolding refers to one
peak which is much higher than black line. Figure was adopted from reference
[19].
Figure 3.1.4 (a) is Figure3.1.2(c), the loading rate is 0.1pN/s, pH is 5.5
and the curve is DNA extension over time. In the rectangular frame, it is one
unfolding case. Take it for example, we introduce auto-recognized unfolding
force and step size system.
In Figure 3.1.4(a), the black dots are original experimental data, sampling
frequency is 100Hz. In 0.1s time window, we used nearest neighboring
average to do smooth to the data to get the red one in Figure 3.1.4(a). For
these smoothed data, we calculated the extension change in a 0.02s’ slipping
time window to get the red data in Figure 3.1.4(b). Then we calculated the
standard deviation of these data in slipping 1s’ time window for local
fluctuations. The black enveloping line in Figure 3.1.4(b) is 6 times of local
fluctuations. For each unfolding moment, extension transition is a peak which
is much higher than enveloping line, at this time, the ratio of peak and
enveloping line can tell the jumping level. By recording the unfolding time,
we can get the relevant unfolding force. We did linear fitting for the data of 1s
which is before and after unfolding respectively, then the two fitting line’s
difference at jumping moment is our step-size, as shown in Figure 3.1.4(a).
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3.2 Unfolding force distribution of DNA i-motif
In each pH and loading rate, we recorded >10 DNA, >100 unfolding
cases. So we got statistical distribution of unfolding force in each condition, as
shown in Figure 3.3.1. Figure 3.3.1(a) is data from pH5.0 and four different
loading rates. The single peak distribution of unfolding force can be fitted by
Gaussian distribution. With the increase of loading rate, unfolding force’s peak
also increases, which is linear with log of loading rate, as shown in Figure
3.3.2. Figure 3.3.1(b) is from pH5.5, four different loading rates. Interestingly,
unfolding force distribution has two peaks and each peak can be fitted by
Gaussian distribution. When the loading rate is increased, two peaks’ value
both moves to bigger value. Figure 3.2.2 reflects two peak’s change with
loading rate. Besides, the ratio of each peak will also change with the change
of loading rate. The bigger the loading rate is, the smaller force’s smaller peak
is, until when the loading rate is 10pN/s, force’s smaller peak disappears.
To study i-motif mechanical stability of pH dependence, we amplified the
pH values: pH5.8 and pH6.0. Thermodynamics data shows i-motif is less
stable in these two pH values. Because the low folding ratio in pH5.8 and
pH6.0, it is difficult to get data when pH is these two values. So pH5.8 and
pH6.0 we only tested 1pN/s. Figure 3.3.1(c) and Figure 3.3.1(d) is the force
distributions with 1pN/s, pH5.8 and pH6.0. Their unfolding distributions are
like pH5.5 which is with two peaks. The possibility of smaller force is bigger
than pH5.5. So we can see, when pH increases in certain range, i-motif prefer
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to unfold in smaller force.
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Figure 3.2.1 DNA i-motif unfolding force distribution: (a) pH5.0, loading
rate each is 0.01pN/s, 0.1pN/s,1pN/s and 10pN/s; (b) pH5.5, loading rate is
0.01pN/s, 0.1pN/s,1pN/s and 10pN/s; (c) pH5.8, loading rate is 1pN/s;
(d)pH6.0, loading rate is 1pN/s. Experimental buffer is 100mM KCl, 10mM
PBS. In pH5.5, 5.8, 6.0, unfolding force distribution are all with double peak,
and the ratio is controlled by loading rate. For 1pN/s, unfolding distribution is
pH dependent. Black line in (a) is Gaussian fitting line; blue line in (b),(c) (d)
are Gaussian fitting for each peak, black line is the adding of blue line. Red
line is best fitting by model. Figure was adopted from reference [19].
Though we did not get the distribution of the four different loading rates
in pH5.8 and pH6.0, we can compare the 1pN/s distribution in the four
different pH, which can give us pH dependence of i-motif unfolding.
Figure 3.2.2 The relation between unfolding force and loading rate: unfolding
force is linearly increased. Fit each line to get certain mechanical value. X is
the barrier width, k0 is unfolding frequency when force is 0. Figure was
adopted from reference [19].
In different pH, different loading rate distributions can tell us two DNA
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i-motif unfolding pathways. Two pathways are controlled by pH and loading
rate. In smaller loading rate and higher pH, i-motif DNA prefers to unfold in
smaller force.
3.3 Unfolding step size distribution
To estimate DNA i-motif step size better, we need a model to describe
ssDNA force-extension curve. Because of complex hydrogen bonds and base
pair piling up, ssDNA force-extension curve can not be described by well
received worm-like-chain model or the freely-joint-chain model. Cocco et al










All fitting parameters: h=0.34nm, a 1=0.21, a 2 =0.34, f 1=0.0037pN, f 2 =2.9pN,
f 3 =8000pN. In these parameters, the effect of monovalent salt ion can be
described with
     1.00025.0/15.0ln/0025.0/ln1.23  Naa (3.3.2)
In this formula,  Na represents the concentration of monovalent salt
ion, the unit is Molar. Use the above parameter, this model can describe
ssDNA force response in bigger force range (1-100pN) and wider salt
concentration(>50mM NaCl). To test whether this model still work in weak
acid, we used this model to fit the ssDNA force-extension curve of 576nt in
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neutral and weak acid condition. The fitting result showed us that this model is
applicable for our weak acid buffer system.
Figure 3.4.1 counts all unfolding events. Figure 3.4.1 (a) is the relation
between step size and unfolding force, different pH is marked with different
mark. Step size=n ssx , n means how many base pairs are broken. After fitting,
we got, n=17.8  0.1nt, the fitting curve is black line in Figure 3.4.1(a). For
contrasting, we used dashed line for n=19nt and 16nt.
We can convert step size to be base pairs and then do counting. Figure
3.4.1 (b) is histogram of converting step size to base pairs, which is single
peak and can be fitted by Gaussian distribution. By Gaussian distribution, we
can get that the peak position is 17.1  2.8nt. The above two different ways
give similar results, basically agree with the two ends distance of the used
21-nt i-motif sequence and deducted i-motif tetraplex structure.
By observing step size, we can see different pH, different applied force,
and different peaks all gave the same step size. So we can guess, i-motif is
unfolded from one intermediate structure so that the step size is similar with
the one that unfold directly. We did not detect the unfolding with different
steps perhaps because our machine can not detect certain step size. We can
further guess, there may be certain intermediate state in unfolding process
and its mechanical nature is different from natural folding state, but the
geometry doesn’t have too much difference.
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Figure 3.3.1 Step size distribution: (a) dependence of step size and unfolding
force, fitted by Cocco’s ssDNA force-extension curve. Different pH marked
with different markers. After fitting, we can get unfold base pair is 17.8 0.1nt.
n=19nt and n=16nt theoretical curve is shown as dashed line. (b) Transverse
unfolded step size to released base pair and then do Gaussian fitting to
histogram. Fitted result is 17.1  2.8nt. Considering i-motif tetripelx structural
size, fitted result agree with our 21nt i-motif sequence. Figure was adopted
from reference [19].
3.4 Discussion
By now, many groups have ever done research on DNA i-motif unfolding
and the used methods were: surface plasmon resonance(SPR), fluorescence
resonance energy transfer(FRET), and nuclear magnetic resonance(NMR) and
so on[31]–[36], and theoretical arithmetic and molecular dynamics
simulation[37] and so on.
For the same i-motif sequence, use fluorescence and CD signal can test:
in 20℃，pH5.0-pH8.0, time scale of i-motif opening is 5s, and can estimate the
unfolding force is around 10pN[38]. Recently, Stopped-Flow Circular
Dichroism (SPCD) increased the accuracy of measurements to ms. Switching
pH5.0 and pH8.0 instantly, could get the time scale of i-motif fold in pH5 and
unfold in pH8 is 100ms, which is similar with natural nano-protein
machine[39]. Quantitative analysis in this thesis revealed that folding process
need three proton’s synergistic reaction and unfolding process’s step is two
proton’s neutrallzation reaction.
The main debt of pH inducing is the time scale of pH value’s change and
i-motif structure. If pH switching time scale is smaller, we can think pH is
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instantaneous compared with i-motif conformation transition so that it is
possible to measure i-motif unfolding process. But in actual operation, it is
difficult to switch solution condition simultaneously. Besides, different
experimental temperature, solution contents, molecular modification, space
restriction are all difficult to get rid of i-motif structure and unfolding
process’s influence. So we can get that the unfolding time of i-motif with same
sequence is totally different. Those bulk experiments are 0 external conditions
which are not involved in force-guided structural transition and only give a
reference for single molecule unequilibruim stretching experiments.
Theoretical arithmetic and molecular mechanical simulation can make us
get rid of experimental disturb to study i-motif unfolding micro-information in
ideal conditions. But complexity of systems makes it difficult to use
theoretical simulation for restoring real system. Such as doing ab initio
quantum chemical calculation from start can give us pH guidance base pairing
plane forming and dissociation. Calculation shows that in weak acid condition,
single C can capture H+, after protonation, paired with another C. In alkaline
condition, C-C+ lose proton and then dissociate, dissociation force is inverse
proportion with two pairs’ average distance. This calculation method can only
be used in simple system. If introduce base pair accumulation and loop effect,
it can do nothing to i-motif unfolding force. Molecular mechanical simulation
unfolding experiment is excluding proton in i-motif and then put tetriplex in
alkaline condition for structural transition[37], which is quite different from
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the real system.
Dhakal et al is the first one to use optical tweezers to do single molecule
stretching experiment for i-motif. They studied unfolding process of
ILPR(insulin-linked polymorphic region) 5 ，-(TGTCCCCACACCCC) 2 in
pH5.5 to pH7.0, the loading rate is 5.5pN/s[40].They observed that unfolding
step size distribution was dual-peak, pH value controlled these two unfolding
process differently. I-motif unfolding possibility depended on pH strongly, in
pH7.0, big step size’s peak disappeared, which means i-motif was difficult to
fold in this pH and the partly folded state was not sensitive to pH. They also
studied two states’ unfolding force’s pH dependence and discovered that partly
folded unfolding force was not sensitive to pH and bigger than i-motif
unfolding force.
So they proposed a stable partly folded i-motif structure and used
Jarzynski unequilibrium theory [41]to calculate the difference of partly folded
structure and unwinding free energy is about 10kcal/mol, 16kcal/mol.
Then, they used chemical spectrum and single molecule to study ILPR-I3
sequence: 5，-TGTC4ACAC4TGTC4ACA, which means get three repeating C
fragments from ILPR i-motif sequence and found this structure to do exist and
had mechanical stability. Besides, when the solution contained ILPR-I1
sequence, force spectrum signal was dual peak again, which means ILPR-I3
and ILPR-I1 can form ILPR i-motif tetriplex structure[42].
Choi et al used FRET and TCS technology to study pH induced telomeric
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i-motif structural transition and also found similar partly folded structures[33].
These partly folded states help us better understand our experimental data.
Perhaps these partly folded states are conservative and have certain
mechanical stability.
But we did single molecule stretching research on i-motif sequence with
advanced magnetic tweezers and found the unfolding doublet distribution. We
analyzed the unfolding step size in these two peaks and did not get notable
difference. Loading rate also affected two peak’s ratio. These information
showed the complexity of i-motif unfolding process.
Simple Bell’s model, which is a two state model, as described previously,
can only predict unfolding force’s single peak distribution. So Bell’s model is
not enough to describe our experimental complex results.
The reason of unfolding force’s doublet distribution is still not clear. As
mentioned previously, Dhakal et al used single molecule optical tweezers to do
unequilibrium stretching experiment on ILPR i-motif. The experimental
results showed that unfolding step size distribution is doublet while unfolding
force is quite united. They guessed that there was a partly folded state and
used single molecule experiment to verify the existence of this state and its
mechanical stability.
But in our experiment, we did not find similar distribution, as well as the
unfolding case one after another. The likely reason is that different i-motif
have different unfolding pathways.
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There are two possible reasons to explain our experimental doublet
distribution. One is that there are two possible i-motif folded conformations,
they coexist and their ratio is controlled by pH. We supposed there was
difference between conformation’s mechanical stability and we could predict
that there are two unfolding force in unequilibrium stretching and their ratio
was only controlled by pH. This system can not explain force’s loading rate
dependence, which means two peaks’ ratio is affected by how the force is
loaded.
Figure 3.4.1 i-motif unfolding pathway model；From folded C state to single
strain state U, there are two competitive pathway. One is from C directly to U,
the other one go through a intermediate state U, which means unfold by two
steps: one step with a small step size which is not detected by experiment; the
other step have a step size which is similar with the step size from C to U.
Each transition can be described with two kinetic parameter x, k 0 . This model
obtains six kinetic parameters.
Because two equilibrium and coexisting folded conformation’s ratio
should not be affected by stretching mode, we supposed another system,
which is that there are two competitive pathways in i-motif’s unfolding
process but starting from one folded state.
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Figure 3.4.1 is i-motif two competitive unfolding pathways model. One
pathway is from C to U, other one pass a intermediate I with two step sizes:
from C to I, the step size is smaller than experimental devices’ accuracy, then
from I to C, its step size is similar to C to U.
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CHAPTER 4 Conclusions
Single molecule technologies have made great improvements in the past
thirty years, which makes it possible to observe and manipulate bio-molecule
sample and expand biophysics’ research area. It has become a hot topic in
biophysics field. Magnetic tweezers, with the potential to integrate with
fluorescent technique, have become an important research platform which
joins single molecule imaging and manipulation together.
In this thesis, we used force spectroscopy to study human telomeric
sequence 5’-(CCCTTA)3CCC in different pH conditions. We found i-motif
unfolding peaks are doublet in some certain conditions, position of peaks and
two peaks’ ratio is controlled by pH and loading rate, indicating that the
unfolding of i-motif is not simple Bell’s model, which is a two state model.
These results will be useful for our understanding of the stability of
i-motif in the future. We may use simulation to fit the result of this study to get
inputs for our kinetic model. Whether we can use other experiment to verify
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